“INVOLVED LEARNER” LESSON PLAN # 6 FOR THE FIFTH SIX WEEKS OF SCHOOL  Created by the PBS team—Kennedy Middle School

Teacher ___________________________     Date ________

District Commitment to Character Qualities met: Respect, Responsibility, Cooperation, Citizenship, Kindness, Self-Motivation, Tolerance, Honesty, Self-Control, Caring, Courage, and Patriotism

SSS  The student understands the role of the citizen in America (SS.C.2.3)

STRATEGIES: CRSS, ESOL, MODELING, KAGEN, BLOOM’S TAXONOMY
INTELLIGENCES: VISUAL/SPATIAL, AUDIO, INTRAPERSONAL, INTERPERSONAL
SKILLS: WRITING, LISTENING, VERBALIZING, ANALYZING

OBJECTIVES: Students learn the importance of taking responsibility for their own learning and for planning their time, learn safety terminology (school-wide by all instructors reinforcing

MATERIALS: projector, graphic organizer

ACTIVITIES: “AROUND THE CLOCK”
1. Teachers begins discussion on ways to be an involved learner and the importance of planning ahead
2. Teacher displays a huge clock
3. Students may draw a huge clock on their papers and write next to each hour of the day what they do on a typical school day.
4. Students fill in their “own” activity for each hour
Example: 9:00 be at bus stop
   9:40 be on time to class and prepared
   9:45 Stay on task (continue through hours of the day)
5. Then students make a list of the times and write a responsible way of meeting their deadlines (planning ahead) and having successful day
   9:05 Give Me enough time to get to bus stop on time
   9:35 Stop talking to friends and “Walk” to their first period class
   9:40 Be in seat, have planner out and pay attention to teacher, do not talk
   9:45 After teacher finishes talking, stay on task, do not talk without permission (and so forth)

EVALUATION: Teacher observation of student participation and work product